Where?

Both the NGPT Conference and the School on NanoEnergy and NanoSystems will be held in Rome at the headquarter of the National Research Council (in Italian: Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, CNR).

**During the School (13 and 14 june) participants will use the main entrance of the CNR headquarter, Piazzale Aldo Moro 7.**

**During the NGPT Conference (15, 16 and 17 june) participants will use the entrance in Via dei Ramni 19 (of the same building, CNR headquarter).**

The CNR headquarter is very close (10 – 15 minutes walking) from the main Railway Station of Rome (Stazione Termini, i.e. Termini Station). The two main metro (sub-way) lines in Rome (line A and line B) both include the Termini Station which is, therefore, easy to reach from many hotels, touristic places,…

How to reach the NGPT venue (or the nearby area) from the airport?

Most major airlines fly to the "Leonardo da Vinci” Airport in Fiumicino (FCO). Some airlines also use the Ciampino Airport (CIA).

Within the Fiumicino Airport there is a train station where you can take a direct train (“Leonardo Express”, every 30 minutes) to the Termini Station (14 euro, about 35 minutes travel, [http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en/Services/Fiumicino-Airport](http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en/Services/Fiumicino-Airport), which is very close to the NGPT venue. Of course, at Termini Station, you can also take a taxi (e.g. if you have baggage) to reach a hotel close to the NGPT venue.

Alternatively, from both the Airports (“Leonardo da Vinci - Fiumicino” and “Ciampino”) there are very cheap shuttle busses to/from the Termini Station (about 1 hour travel, e.g. see [http://www.terravision.eu/airport_transfer/bus-fiumicino-airport-rome/?noredirect=en_US](http://www.terravision.eu/airport_transfer/bus-fiumicino-airport-rome/?noredirect=en_US)).

You can also take a taxi (fare is fixed, 48€, from Fiumicino airport to any place internal to the Mura Aureliane, e.g. see the last page of [http://www.3570.it/tariffe/archivio/tariffario_taxi_luglio_2012.pdf](http://www.3570.it/tariffe/archivio/tariffario_taxi_luglio_2012.pdf)).
Hotels

The following hotels will apply the same conditions they apply to the CNR

Hotel Ateneo Garden Palace
http://www.ateneorome.com/index.php&ref_site=375&ref_event=308

Hotel Laurentia
http://www.hotellaurentia.com/index.php&ref_site=376&ref_event=309

However, there are many hotels close to the conference venue (e.g. see https://www.google.it/maps?q=via+dei+Ramni,+19+roma&ion=1&espv=2&bav=on.2,or.&bvm=bv.116636494,d.bGQ&biw=1034&bih=681&dpr=1.1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiu8uOnBmsPLAhVEqQ4KHY0oCp0Q_AUIBigB).